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Breaking the Ties: French Romantic Socialism and the Critique of Liberal Slave Emancipation

Naomi J. Andrews
Santa Clara University

What we especially call slavery is only the culminating and pivotal point where all of the suffering of society comes together.

(Charles Dain, 1836)

The principle of abolition is incontestable, but its application is difficult.

(Louis Blanc, 1840)

In 1846, the romantic socialist Désiré Laverdant observed that although Great Britain had rightly broken the ties binding masters and slaves, “in delivering the slave from the yoke, it has thrown him, poor brute, into isolation and abandonment. Liberal Europe thinks it has finished its work because it has divided everyone.”1 Freeing the slaves, he thus suggested, was only the beginning of emancipation. Laverdant’s comment reflects a broader political conversation about the individual and society that was ongoing in France during the 1830s and 1840s in which the issues of colonial slavery, metropolitan wage labor, and imperial expansion in Algeria were intertwined.2 The July Monarchy, the temporal frame for this discussion, marked a period in which French society suffered the driving forces of modernization alongside the necessity to reconstruct the social order in the wake of revolution. In this dynamic context, Laverdant and his fellow romantic socialists articulated the relationship between freedom and servitude in very different terms than did their liberal contemporaries, whether in regard to the slave-owning colonies or metropolitan France. As socialists contemplated emancipation, they feared that freed slaves would be abandoned socially and made subject to a European wage labor system, problems they identified with liberal individualism and capitalism. They offered an alternative approach to slave emancipation based on the socialist construct of “association.” Association challenged the priorities of liberal individualism and laissez-faire economics and emphasized the socialist values of interdependence and social stability in their place.
Both within and beyond slavery debates, French socialists were skeptical of Enlightenment narratives of progress and the primacy of the individual. In their associationist proposals for slave emancipation, they offered an account of modernity different from the liberal one of individual rights and freedoms that dominated discussions of slavery. This “alternative modernity” rested on an apprehension of progress that did not take as given the liberal ideals of individual autonomy and self-possession and sought to remedy problems experienced in the modern world in nonliberal ways. Their divergent definition of freedom illustrates the fact that the conquest of autonomous individuality was an uneven, unpredictable, and contested process. This article explores the proposals for slave emancipation that socialists developed during the July Monarchy amid contemporary discussions equating workers in metropolitan France and slaves in the French colonies. As I demonstrate below, the either/or posited by liberal definitions of freedom and servitude elides a gray zone of mutual dependency within which romantic socialism was articulated.

The first French Republic legally ended slavery in 1794 in acknowledgment of the successful slave revolt on Saint Domingue and humanitarian concerns in the metropole. Reimposed by Napoleon, slavery remained legal in France’s Caribbean and Indian Ocean colonies through the July Monarchy and was permanently abolished only under the Second Republic in the spring of 1848. For educated Frenchmen across the political spectrum, colonial slavery was both a humanitarian and a political problem. While metropolitan politicians acknowledged the necessity of ending slavery both on economic and on moral grounds, they were stymied by the politics of implementing emancipation. Meanwhile, the abolition of slavery in British plantation colonies between 1834 and 1838 put the issue high on the political agenda in France during the July Monarchy.

British leadership in the antislavery debate dated from the eighteenth century, and during the same period British liberal theories of political economy dominated
discussions of emergent capitalism in France and elsewhere. The rhetoric of liberalism, in fact, simultaneously structured thinking about economic policy and the framework through which the end of slavery was debated and anticipated throughout the slave-owning West. Alexis de Tocqueville exemplified this individualist mind-set when he noted of the British example that “in an instant almost a million men together went from extreme servitude to total freedom, or better put, from death to life.” Early socialists, however, centrally concerned with the state of the European working classes, were deeply skeptical of free labor and market forces as solutions to any version of servitude. They considered liberalism the cause of much contemporary suffering rather than a source of “life” and thus questioned the liberal narrative of “total” freedom. For socialists, then, the obstacle was not freeing slaves but, rather, rebuilding postemancipation society without replicating the problems of the metropole. Reflecting the discrepancy between liberal and socialist perspectives on emancipation, the socialist Charles Dain exhorted the liberal abolitionist Victor Schœlcher to “please produce his program for liberty.” Socialists’ opposition to the liberal discourse of free trade and free labor thus dictated their approach to the issue of labor overall, whether wage labor in Europe or forced labor in the colonies.

The problems socialists saw with liberal slave emancipation are also, interestingly, central to current scholarship on the subject. In the last generation, historians of slavery and emancipation have foregrounded the social realities of life after abolition, scrutinizing the multivalent dimensions of “freedom” and the persistent continuities with slavery found in postemancipation societies. One naive assumption that has been fully dispensed with by this scholarship is the notion that freedom was an end in itself. Historians no longer suggest that the legal transition from enslaved to free was the definitive moment in emancipation, emphasizing instead the long-term structural change that was its necessary correlate. At the same time, scholars have demonstrated that in an age of democratization and individual rights, distaste for the moral compromise inherent in slave ownership was a primary motivation for advocates of abolition. Antislavery campaigners, both elite and popular, wanted slavery “stamped out” in the interests of all involved, not least the slave owners.
This discourse of “moral narcissism” privileged the coup de grâce of emancipation and minimized the dislocation, systemic inequalities, and economic distress that would inevitably characterize life for the formerly enslaved.\textsuperscript{12} Liberal ideals of individual autonomy notwithstanding, the act of emancipation was far from liberatory and was in many ways as economically painful to newly freed people as it was to plantation owners, if not more so, as it kept the former slaves still largely dependent on their former masters and with limited access to economic resources.\textsuperscript{13}

Similar dynamics of dislocation and social insecurity that would later emerge in postemancipation societies also affected postrevolutionary France, the environment that produced early socialism.\textsuperscript{14} Decades of revolution and warfare, alongside the rapid changes brought by industrialization, forced French society to rebuild on new terms. In this context, romantic socialists emerged both as critics of the ascendant liberal paradigm and as bold theorists of a different approach to the social order. The French empire’s recent history and ongoing experience of interracial and interclass violence also informed socialism’s development.\textsuperscript{15} Indeed, socialism in these years was in no small part designed to stave off further disorder, as repeated invocations to “organize” labor demonstrate.

Socialists were particularly troubled by what they saw as the dangers of atomization, and they described their concerns in discussions of colonial slaves and of metropolitan workers simultaneously. They feared that former slaves in the French empire would become increasingly proletarianized, just as wage laborers had become in the metropole. The unfolding of British emancipation, particularly the impoverishment and legal marginalization of former slaves, appeared to validate these fears. In response, a number of French socialists, including several of Creole planter origin, developed proposals for ending slavery based on the idea of association.\textsuperscript{16} Association was a key concept for the French Left in these years, especially among organized laborers and within socialist circles. Shorthand for a diverse array of cooperative economic and social structures, association connoted an alternative social order based on interdependence and cross-class collaboration that would mitigate the
vulnerability and rootlessness endemic to the wage labor system. Like metropolitan versions, associationist programs for slave emancipation rested on a worldview that diverged from liberalism by prioritizing social cohesion and security over absolute individual liberty. Socialists believed that association would protect the newly freed black population in the colonies from the fate of workers in Europe. In transferring the concept of association from the metropole to the colonies, however, their programs effectively tolerated the racial hierarchy inherent in the master-slave relationship.

Historians of abolition have understandably cast a jaundiced eye on these plans for slave emancipation.\(^{17}\) Read in the context of the early nineteenth century, in which the dominant vocabulary of emancipation drew on liberal paradigms of individual autonomy, socialist interventions on the slavery issue are confusing, to say the least. In contrast to the overwhelming majority of antislavery literature from the era, they elude neat categorization as for or against genuine independence for enslaved people.\(^{18}\) On the one hand, they echo the foot-dragging that pervaded slavery debates in July Monarchy France among both colonial and antislavery interests. On the other hand, they mirror liberal assertions of the humanity of the enslaved, including calls for their emancipation. From a twenty-first-century perspective, the socialist version of emancipation clearly falls short of modern definitions, as its goal was not the creation of legal subjects, independent of either directly coercive or paternalist authority. Instead, socialists privileged the consolidation of ties that they conceived of as familial bonds. Furthermore, socialist emancipation programs fit comfortably with the paternalist rhetoric used by proslavery advocates in France and elsewhere in the mid-nineteenth century.\(^{19}\) Historians of abolition have thus quite reasonably questioned both the socialists’ commitment to abolition and the genuineness of the emancipation they envisioned.

Just as important, the socialists’ critique of liberalism also underpinned their endorsements of French imperial investments, both in the “old” slave-owning colonies and in the recently conquered territory of Algeria. Indeed, their consistent support for the empire is best understood as part of a complex interaction with their metropolitan
concerns about the pitfalls of liberalism. The socialist Louis Blanc, for example, counseled his contemporaries against exporting “hideous ruins” to France’s old and new colonies for fear of reproducing those “social institutions that make our old Europe a horrible field of battle.” An important illustration of this colonial-metropolitan interaction can be seen in the way socialists used the powerful and multivalent language of slavery. Socialists of all stripes deployed this rhetoric to evoke the suffering and moral depredations of the forced-labor regime in the colonies, the perils and exploitation of industrial wage labor in urban Europe, and the status of women in marriage. In juxtaposing the parallel conversations about chattel slavery and wage slavery that ran throughout early socialists’ writings, I hope to shed new light on the way they understood the meaning and limits of freedom. Furthermore, my examination reveals racial fault lines in their conception of the human community, a community that socialists otherwise described in holistic terms. Racial thinking pervaded these discussions, ultimately leading these socialists to endorse, in the name of association, models of slave emancipation that failed to fundamentally challenge the old racial hierarchy. This article, by situating romantic socialism in the context of French imperial issues, aims not only to illuminate the colonial question in the early nineteenth century but also to deepen our understanding of early socialism itself.

The Politics of Antislavery in July Monarchy France

The antislavery debates of the Restoration and July Monarchy reflect two parallel narratives of slave liberation: the historical example of the first emancipation in the French empire in the 1790s, particularly in relation to the Haitian Revolution, and the contemporary example of abolition in the British Empire and its impact on Anglo-French relations. These two emancipatory moments were dramatically different in both impetus and outcome, but both informed the approaches that French antislavery advocates, liberal and socialist, took to ending slavery. Most important, the key dilemmas with which socialist emancipation schemes were concerned—social stability and labor supply—were fundamental in both situations.
The first slave emancipation of the modern world, enacted in the French empire in the 1790s, has been characterized by Laurent Dubois as a manifestation of “republican racism”—his designation for restraints, cloaked in the universalist rhetoric of liberty and equality, that were imposed on newly freed colonial subjects. A stopgap measure in response to the reality of self-emancipation that the revolutionary commissioners found upon their arrival in Cap Français in 1792, the legal emancipations of 1793 (in parts of Haiti) and 1794 (by French legislative decree) in fact fell far short of full abolition on the liberal individualist model. The slave emancipation decreed by the revolutionary commissioners Félicité-Leger Sonthonax and Etienne Polverel entailed restraints on freedom of labor and mobility and put economic survival and labor supply above the absolute exercise of legal freedoms for former slaves. The challenge of economic viability for the colony was paramount after emancipation, a reality attested to by Toussaint-Louverture’s draconian decree of 1800 and constitution of 1801, in which military force was deployed to ensure that former slaves remained on the plantations.

Antislavery reformers of the 1830s and 1840s around the Atlantic were clearly influenced by the experiences of the first abolition, as the implicit threat of colonial violence looms large in their discussions. Themes of slave revolt are frequent in literary and theatrical artifacts of the period as well. Restoration-era antislavery advocates referred back to Toussaint’s decrees in the context of the code rurale implemented by the Haitian president Jean-Pierre Boyer in 1826. These elites saw the utility of such measures, despite their opposition to slavery and sympathy for the Haitian Revolution. Although the same pragmatic considerations about labor supply that informed the first abolition remained central to nineteenth-century debates, the socialist proposals discussed below do not reference the eighteenth-century experience or Boyer’s measures for their insights. Rather, socialists were responding explicitly to the liberal bent of both British and French antislavery in the nineteenth century and to what they perceived as liberal economic hegemony in the metropole.

Seymour Drescher has characterized British action during these years as “both a
stimulus and a foil” to the other slaveholding nations of the Atlantic world, and none more so than France.28 The British Empire moved to abolish, first, the transatlantic slave trade (in 1807) and, then, slavery in its Caribbean colonies (in a transitional process lasting from 1834 to 1838). Deeply influenced by both dissenting Protestant sects and emerging capitalist sentiment, British abolitionists successfully argued for and implemented emancipation in the vernacular of free labor and free trade.29 After many decades of widespread popular petition campaigns, and following on resolutions (many unrealized) taken in 1823 to reform the condition of slaves, the British Parliament, enlarged by a recent influx of free-trade advocates, voted definitively in 1833 for slavery abolition. The emancipation implemented in 1834 began a seven-year “apprenticeship” for the newly freed, during which time they were expected to receive both religious and educational instruction in preparation for their assumption of full independence. During the apprenticeship period, former slaves were obligated to work unpaid for their former masters a prescribed number of hours per week, averaging four to five days, and strict vagrancy laws were enforced. British apprenticeship was saved from total hypocrisy only by the short horizon that it set for absolute emancipation, but even then contemporaries recognized the continuities with slavery inherent in the system. In the event, apprenticeship was abolished early, in 1838, as a result of economic arguments for free labor’s efficiency.30

French abolitionists, government commissioners, and colonial planters keenly watched the developments in the British colonies, assessing the economic consequences, the threat of violence, and the racial and class implications of emancipation.31 Initial relief at the peaceful nature of the process began to break down as the end of apprenticeship neared, giving way to new worries about the stability of the labor force—worries validated by eyewitness accounts of widespread abandonment of plantations upon real emancipation.32 For both pro- and antislavery activists in France, the British antislavery movement proved critical: for the former, abolition was a nationalist plot devised to undermine French colonial power; for the latter, it was a model for propaganda and elite organizing, as well as a source of
monetary and moral support.33

Dormant under the Napoleonic Empire, the “second” French abolitionist movement proper began under the auspices of the Protestant-influenced Société de la Morale Chrétienne, and it took on institutional embodiment in response to British slave emancipation with the founding of the Société Française pour l’Abolition de l’Esclavage in 1834.34 Whereas the British public played a significant role in the antislavery campaigns of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the French movement drew little from the lower and working classes until the very eve of emancipation.35 Popular antislavery organizations never emerged in France, at least in part because of tensions produced by British leadership and by Britain’s active—and intrusive—enforcement of international accords after 1815. These tensions were embodied in the “right to search” controversy of the 1840s, in which the British navy claimed the right to board French ships to ensure their compliance with slave trade abolition.36 Thus, in addition to the example of the British abolition process, Franco-British diplomatic relations informed debates both on the slave trade and on slavery itself within France.37

Although much of the French elite agreed on the necessity of abolition, opinion ranged from gradualism to immediatism, and those positions in turn encompassed varying opinions on the specific economic and moral issues at hand. Those within the ranks of the sociétés and the multiple government committees devoted to the question advocated gradual emancipation, including free-womb laws (which provided free status to all born after a certain date) and self-purchase provisions, and endorsed some form of compensation for dispossessed slave owners. Invariably, the French governments of the July Monarchy were reluctant to undertake the costly indemnity necessary to protect planter interests, which partly accounts for their hesitation. For example, leading liberals such as François Guizot and Adolphe Thiers, who were both antislavery in principle before they came to power, succumbed to political practicalities and pursued more gradualist approaches thereafter.38

During the 1830s and 1840s, a series of commissions—led by important liberal
figures such as Charles de Rémusat in 1838, Alexis de Tocqueville in 1839, and Albert de Broglie in 1840—undertook systematic investigations of the conditions of slavery and the economic implications of emancipation. Their reports generally favored eventual but not immediate emancipation, citing the religious and educational inferiority of the slave population and the need to elevate them morally before contemplating full emancipation. Although their proposals eschewed the British apprenticeship, some provisions nevertheless bore significant similarities to that system. Property rights were paramount: full indemnity for the plantation owners figured consistently in these plans, as did guarantees of a cheap and available labor force. None of these suggestions reached fruition, however, all of them falling victim to what a leading abolitionist, François Isambert, asserted was King Louis Philippe’s determination to “adjourn indefinitely” the question of emancipation.

Throughout the July Monarchy, antislavery organizations and government commissions were thus relatively ineffectual, prompting calls for immediate and unconditional emancipation, mostly from within republican ranks, by the 1840s. Among republican abolitionists, Victor Schœlcher, a Freemason who was at times associated with the socialists, was by far the most vocal and influential exponent of immediate emancipation, arguing for greater industrial development in the colonies and for small-scale credit banks for the former slaves. The first French abolitionist to visit independent Haiti, he advocated full political assimilation of the colonies to the metropole as part of his emancipation platform and pushed abolition through the French assembly in the early months of the Second Republic in 1848. Through his influential pamphlets and frequent contributions to French republican journals—most notably *Le National* and *La Réforme*—Schœlcher had an outsize influence on the politics and subsequent narrative of the French antislavery movement. His frequent battles with other abolitionists have strongly colored the historical legacy of several of these figures, including Jules Lechevalier and Charles Dain, discussed below. By the 1840s, Schœlcher and other republicans such as Alphonse de Lamartine were openly criticizing the hesitation of the Guizot government. Nevertheless, although they argued for immediate and unencumbered emancipation, even Schœlcher
equivocated on implementation questions such as compensation for slave owners. The antislavery spectrum in France was thus never as radical or as socially broad based as that found in Great Britain at the time, and even some members of the republican opposition tended toward pragmatism until the spring of 1848.

During these years, the boundary between “socialist” and “republican” was porous. Many early socialists supported republican political organizations in addition to advocating more thoroughgoing social reforms. Conversely, republicans, especially those around *La Réforme*, favored the idea of association, although they broke with socialists over the issue of free trade. Reflecting these continuities, socialists were in the mainstream of French antislavery sentiment to the extent that they opined publicly on the issue. Very few were official members of the organized antislavery movement, however, due to its elite character and the socialists’ modest means. Socialist-run journals ran antislavery articles while maintaining overall support for the colonies. Like their liberal and republican contemporaries, socialists employed the lexicon of freedom and servitude that dominated the economic and political rhetoric of the era, yet with a different valence. In all these discussions, their antipathy for Great Britain was formative. As in the specific case of antislavery, socialists generally used anti-British language to denounce their antagonists under the July Monarchy—indeed, to articulate socialism itself.

Among socialist complaints was the rising influence in France of that British import, political economy. Socialists saw the materialism of political economy as the source of clinical callousness toward the working classes and as the ideological weapon of the bourgeoisie. In addition to generally objecting to finance capital, socialists opposed the Orleanist government, which they also associated with Great Britain. Indeed, significant affinities existed, both political and personal, between the Orleanist leadership and British liberals, embodied by their “patron saint,” the French political theorist J.-B. Say. Socialists thus consistently identified laissez-faire ideas with the social and political changes they experienced in the 1830s. Finance capital and free-trade legislation encouraged worker exploitation, especially in the form of
lowered trade barriers, and British-aligned elites were accused of having “stolen” the worker-enabled Revolution of 1830. Great Britain, however morally upstanding in its antislavery crusade, was thus inextricably bound in socialists’ views with all that encouraged the pernicious doctrine of liberalism.

Anglophobia in early socialism and in socialists’ antislavery views is not hard to identify. These sentiments in turn informed their approaches to slave emancipation. Charles Fourier denounced British apprenticeship and the compensation for slave owners embedded in the parliamentary emancipation bill of 1833: “And the fruit of this gigantic donation? Nothing other than a vicious circle, as we see in England, where … one finds … legions of poor, both theoretical and real.” Louis Blanc similarly indicted the British apprenticeship system as “the thing without the word,” asserting that “this bill for emancipation rests on the proletariat.” Socialists thus tied a number of key problems in their world to Great Britain. Their hostility to many things British contributed to their discomfort with liberal antislavery and shaped their own proposals. In their analogies between metropolitan wage “slaves” and colonial slaves, socialists developed these objections to liberalism and to the consequences of the unfettered freedom it preached. It is to this rhetorical parallel between workers and slaves that I now turn.

**Analogues in Servitude: Workers and Slaves in Socialist Rhetoric**

When Montesquieu famously noted that “the condition of a slave is hardly more burdensome than that of a subject,” he was using a powerful analogy, evoking for his educated readers the full extent of the unfreedom of political subjects. Likewise, in Rousseau’s *Social Contract*, it is the enslavement of Europeans to their government that takes center stage. Indeed, eighteenth-century European and British colonial political thought is replete with analogies between the status of the subject and that of the chattel slave, although with virtually no recognition of African enslavement in the Americas. As a result both of the democratic revolutions of the eighteenth century and of the rise of industrialism, a worker/slave analogy also emerged during this era.
Spurred in no small part by the contemporaneous articulation of the “social” as an object of scientific investigation, the analogy no longer referred solely to Europeans’ political subjugation; it also invoked the working classes of Europe and the United States in their economic, social, and political subjection. The rhetoric of slavery resonated in urbanizing Europe because it emphasized the powerlessness of the individual buffeted by rapid social transformations.

In the first half of the nineteenth century, the comparison between the slave and the worker was used at both ends of the political spectrum. Much to the chagrin of liberal abolitionists, both proslavery advocates and industrial reformers tended to favor the unfree but secure status of the chattel slave over that of the free but insecure industrial worker. As Catherine Gallagher has shown, the analogy was central to the arguments of industrial reformers in England against the middle-class advocates of both free trade and slavery abolition in the 1820s. Rejecting what Charles Dickens later called “telescopic philanthropy,” the writers she examines called upon the middle classes to consider the slaves on their doorstep rather than those far away in the colonies. The potency of this comparison depended upon a presumed consensus on the intolerability of slavery. While the worker/slave analogy was arguably more accurate than the Enlightenment-era political version, it discounted the brutality of the slavery regime, sidestepping its necessary violence and the racial hierarchy that underwrote it.

Nevertheless, the analogy was not entirely off the mark. As one historian observes of postemancipation deprivations, “Many of these phenomena also occurred in Europe and North America, when the securities of the ancien régime were exchanged for the uncertainties of an industrialized society. However, that transition turned out to have been the start of unrivalled economic growth, which pushed such transitional drawbacks into oblivion.” Needless to say, the ultimate “oblivion” of these drawbacks was not known during the 1830s and 1840s, when they were all too evident, particularly to socialists. While there are many examples of the use of the analogy between the worker and the slave in socialist writings of this era, three of the
most important advocates for the workers, Félicité Lamennais, Flora Tristan, and Louis Blanc, used it with particular effectiveness to make their arguments for reform of the wage labor system.

These three figures, each iconic in his or her own way, represent the range of early socialism in religious and political terms. Lamennais was a dissident Catholic priest and workers’ champion who significantly influenced early socialism and working-class organizing, particularly through his paper *L'Avenir* and his popular critiques of the Catholic Church in France. Lamennais’s politics were radicalized over the course of the late Restoration and early July Monarchy, and in his scandalous work *Paroles d’un croyant* (1834) he announced his break with Rome. Lamennais’s marriage of religiosity and socialist democracy was a hallmark of socialism during the 1830s and 1840s and through to the Second Republic. Tristan was a fervent advocate both of the working classes and of women, bringing together in her public persona and her political writings critiques that linked the oppression of the two groups. Connected early on to the Saint-Simonian and Fourierist schools of socialism, Tristan ultimately developed her own approach, advocating mutual aid and association to facilitate self-sufficiency among workers and challenging the hierarchical nature of the Fourierist and Saint-Simonian approaches. Her most important work of socialist philosophy was *L’union ouvrière* (1843), in which she developed her theory of class solidarity, emphasizing worker independence and democracy. Tristan also penned a number of travelogues in which she described the condition of women and of workers in other cultures, particularly Peru and Great Britain. Blanc was a “Jacobin socialist” during the 1840s and one of the few socialists in the provisional government after February 1848, chairing the Luxembourg commission on working conditions. He emphasized the power of the state to orchestrate industrial relations, and his work *Organisation du travail* (1839) was highly influential in the development of working-class socialism. Seeing competition as the source of societal ills, Blanc proposed the development of social workshops for the coordinated efforts of various trades. A major critic of the Orleanist regime, his *Histoire de dix ans, 1830–1840* (1841) provided documentary evidence of
the corruption of the government and was a best seller during the 1840s.

In his work *De l’esclavage moderne* (1839), Lamennais framed the social question in these terms: “The proletarian is one who lives by his labor, and who could not live unless he did labor. … The necessity of living makes the laborer dependent upon the capitalist, irremediably his subject: because in the purse of the one is the other’s life.” By Lamennais’s account, the worker and the slave existed in a similar state of dependence, in that the master held all the power—including the power to wait—with hunger constituting the “chains and rods” of the industrial labor force. Both populations, workers and slaves, depended on their masters and were valued only for the labor they provided. The main difference between them was in fact that the slave was a possession with value, while “if he [the worker] suffers, who cares? Another will replace him: as long as the ranks are full, hunger will quickly fill his place!” Flora Tristan made a similarly biting point in her *Promenades dans Londres* (1840), arguing that it was the division of labor that had reduced the working classes to cogs in the machine and stripped them of their independence and liberty: “The life of man is priced in silver; and when the needed task requires them to die, the industrialist gets off by raising salaries!!! But this is even worse than the slave trade! Behind this enormous monstrosity I see only cannibalism!!!”

In advocating for the workers, Lamennais and Tristan both asserted that the chattel slave was materially better off than his wage slave contemporaries in Europe. For Lamennais, the wageworker suffered more because he represented no unique value to the “master” but was, rather, a replaceable unit, whereas the capital investment sunk in the colonial slave required ongoing maintenance by the master. Reflecting both the context of her observations (London) and the tenor of Anglo-French relations during this period, Tristan likewise argued that the slave was better off than the wageworker, averring that “the English proletariat … [has] an existence so atrocious, that the blacks who have left the sugar plantations of Guadeloupe and of Martinique to go enjoy English freedom on Dominique and St. Lucia, return, when they can, to their masters.” By her account, England’s factories were sites in which
“reason [and] reflection are useless” and where there was no singing, no laughter, and none of the community that existed in French artisanal workshops. Tristan was unequivocal: “Since I have known the English proletariat, slavery is no longer, to my eyes, the greatest human misfortune. … This position [that of the English proletarian] is so horrible, that to survive it, one must assume that the worker has superhuman courage or complete apathy.”

Democracy was Lamennais’s solution to worker enslavement. Tristan, on the other hand, proposed collective action through a grand association of workers, which she described in L’union ouvrière. This association would be realized by a nonviolent revolution, an implicit rejection of the recent episodes of worker-state violence in Lyon and Paris. Tristan suggested strengthening bonds of interdependence and developing a mutual-aid safety net in order to alleviate the extremes of independence and dislocation that industrial society meted out to workers. For both Lamennais and Tristan, the absence of any sort of social security was the ne plus ultra of capitalist wage labor. They saw the mutual dependence that defined colonial slavery as preferable precisely because reciprocal obligations between master and slave were therein institutionalized. Both writers discounted the influence of racial dynamics in the colonial arena, as exemplified by the fact that throughout De l’esclavage moderne Lamennais used the model of ancient Roman slavery to make his analogy, nowhere acknowledging the other “modern slavery” then under active debate in France.

Louis Blanc also drew a parallel between worker and slave in his critique of contemporary society, both colonial and metropolitan. Unlike Lamennais and Tristan, however, Blanc delved more deeply into the lived experience of colonial slaves and linked the two contexts explicitly, asserting that they were “intimately connected” and that “the solution to the problem … must be double; it must consist in extirpating in a single blow, in the colonies, slavery and the seeds of the proletariat.” Reviewing Lamennais’s 1839 book, De l’esclavage moderne, in La Revue du Progrès in 1840, Blanc observed that “the condition of white-skinned slaves is still preferable to that of black-skinned slaves,” primarily because of the blacks’ deprivation of family life.
Nevertheless, this seemingly humanitarian position was compromised when Blanc defined the “slave” as “the day worker without work, the worker without a future,” further noting that the living conditions of the colonial slave could be “envied” by the worker. Blanc’s review expressed genuine sympathy for colonial slaves, but in a way that exposed the limitations of the worker/slave analogy.

Racial presumptions clearly informed Blanc’s views, as the tolerability of colonial slavery rested not only on the slaves’ superior material circumstances but also, perversely, on their dehumanized psychology: “If slavery blunts the sensitivity of negroes and obscures their intelligence, they do not at least experience the horrible anguish of a free and proud soul at grips with the humiliations of poverty; they do not feel themselves, as the poor do, bleed inside from these wounds of the heart, the most painful of all!” Deprived of the joys of family life, they at least did not suffer the pain of its loss, “the gnawing cares” or “remorse” of the workers unable to care for their children. Blanc’s article is thus internally contradictory: full of protestations as to the “odious and degrading” state of the enslaved blacks of the colonies and assertions that the love of liberty was neither absent nor vanquished from their character yet contending that the superior sensitivity and intelligence of the “white slaves” of Europe, regardless of its derivation, caused them to suffer more. This latter insight led Blanc to accuse of madness the men who were busy working to abolish colonial slavery yet “refuse obstinately” to see the other, more painful form, beneath their noses: “METROPOLITAN SLAVERY, THE PROLETARIAT!”

Blanc argued that in order for the problem of slavery, regardless of context, to be resolved, work would have to be made “attractive.” Toward that end, he offered a thinly sketched associative model that would also ensure social stability. The solution to both forms of slavery would come from the French workers themselves, whose innovation—that is, association—promised the slaves’ salvation. Left to their own devices, Blanc asserted, slaves would emancipate themselves through violent revolts. If French society were to follow the inspiration of the “people,” however, the plight of both the worker and the slave would be ameliorated. Blanc thus shared the ultimate
goal that Lamennais and Tristan announced: the political and economic enfranchisement of the working classes of France through democracy and association. Leveraging the moral intolerability of chattel slavery in making the case for the emancipation of the proletariat, all three authors took the latter as their primary objective rather than the extirpation of the former, while using the bad odor associated with colonial slavery to make their case.

For these three authors, and for many others who employed the worker/slave analogy, the central conceit rested on both the parallels and the differences between the two groups. Like the slaves, workers lacked real autonomy, whether bodily or spiritual; they depended upon their masters for sufficient food and care to survive; they were, functionally, bought and sold as tools of the property-owning classes; and they lacked the freedom to defend their rights. On the other hand, the incentives that slave masters had to ensure the health and well-being of the slaves were absent in the wage labor system—which, in socialists’ accounts, made the worker the more abject figure. Responding to claims that workers’ freedom and material lives were superior to those of slaves, Lamennais responded that such differences were “fictive”: “The body is not a slave, but the will is.” For early socialists, the logical conclusion to be drawn from this deplorable state of affairs was the reform of industrial society. Although colonial slavery was not yet abolished in the 1830s, it was certainly morally discredited. The same cannot be said of industrial wage labor. The point of the analogy, therefore, was to argue not against slavery in the traditional sense but, rather, against the rapidly expanding wage slavery of the metropole. For those socialists pragmatically engaged with the realities of colonial slave emancipation, however, the analogy cut both ways. As much as they sympathized with the plight of the slaves, the perils so carefully outlined by those promoting industrial reform also suggested a frightful future for freedmen and freedwomen in postemancipation societies.

**Emancipation through Association**

The rhetoric of association was used throughout the 1830s and 1840s, both by the
“utopians” of the Saint-Simonian and Fourierist movements and by the burgeoning workers’ movement. Advocates argued that association could inhibit the return of Old Regime apprenticeships while curtailing the threat posed by the free market to prices and wages. Indeed, resistance to the laissez-faire policies of the Orleanist monarchy was a catalyst to France’s earliest workers’ organizations. For figures such as Saint-Simon and Fourier and their disciples, association meant something far more ambitious, encompassing the wholesale restructuring of human sociability, including the elimination of “parasitic” merchants in favor of the direct connection of producers and consumers. Moreover, in contrast with Marxist socialists of the next generation, romantic socialists sought to mitigate class conflict by buttressing mutual aid and cross-class cooperation. Although some workers’ organizations saw Fourierist and Saint-Simonian forms of association as overly theoretical, hierarchical, and even paternalistic, for others it resonated deeply. In the concept and practice of association, the Left in France developed a thoroughgoing critique of liberalism and individualism in both the economic and the social arenas.

Fourierist socialists were by far the most systematic proponents of association in the antislavery context. Although not uniform in their approach, Charles Fourier, Charles Dain, Désiré Laverdant, and Jules Lechevalier all suggested some form of cooperative labor association as the solution to the problem of slave emancipation. For Dain, who cleaved to Fourier’s views on the identity of slavery with life in the corrupt state of civilization, association was the foundation of a healthy society and thus the only possible answer to chattel slavery. His analysis offered an incisive critique of contemporary antislavery views and of liberalism in general. Laverdant and Lechevalier, more focused on plantation economics, both proposed forms of cooperative labor and land management between the planters and freedmen with varying degrees of autonomy and gain for the contributors. Their objective was to avoid the foreseeable consequences of emancipation such as workforce instability, interracial violence, and mass dislocation among freedmen and freedwomen. Unlike either the colonial planters who shared these concerns or the previous generation of antislavery advocates, they anchored their discussions as much in the metropolitan
dynamics discussed above as in the specific conditions of colonial economics.

The first of these associationist proposals came from Charles Dain in 1836, in his work *De l’abolition de l’esclavage*, which was published together with Fourier’s brief essay “Remède aux divers esclavages.” Looking briefly at Fourier’s work, we find much that foreshadows later proposals. Fourier’s primary aim was to refute the British reparations plan, which he caustically called “the Wilberforce method, that our Anglomaniacs want to imitate.” He argued instead that adopting “the art of association” was the way to end all forms of slavery in the world. In critiquing contemporary society, Fourier equated the worker and the slave—both specifically, by speaking of slavery and indigence in tandem and, more generally, in his repeated calculation of the total number of slaves in the world, a small proportion of which were found in the English and French colonies. According to Fourier, association would remedy key issues facing modern society by making work attractive, putting discord and inequality to productive use, and providing satisfying material returns for everyone.

In notable contrast to the rights-based assumptions that guided liberal abolitionists of the era, Fourier denied the equality of individuals. Rather, he proposed to leverage the fundamental inequalities among people, a manifestation of his overarching observation that the tendency of human beings is to “remain such as nature has made them.” To end the ubiquitous slavery that constituted modern life, those vices that conventional morality declared to be vicious—discord, inequality, and immoderate ambition—would have to be leveraged rather than squelched. Redrawing society to optimize humankind’s essential qualities would produce virtually limitless productivity and happiness. Released from the ill-fitting suit of civilization, humanity would produce all that is necessary to become “happy and rich.”

In Fourier’s view, slave emancipation would entail remaking not only the plantation colonies but also all of human society. In reformed society, humanity would be materially supplied, worries for the state of women and children obviated, and education “of all kinds and degrees” free. According to his logic, in a reformed
world, “slaves could no longer exist, because combined domesticity [in the phalanstery] is a service infinitely better and less costly than that of slaves.” In eschewing reparation payments to slave owners, Fourier argued for what contextually was a radical abolitionist position; however, his analysis ultimately enfolded the institution of slavery within his larger reform agenda, deferring actual emancipation until after the wholesale remaking of society and ignoring the racial hierarchy. Also worth noting is what we do not find in Fourier’s essay. His argument was not against the immorality of slavery per se; rather, it rested on the equation of all subject laborers, with little differentiation among the various categories of the oppressed. In the thoroughly corrupt era of “ Civilization,” as Fourier designated human development in his day, slavery was only a manifestation of a larger set of problems, not a key issue in itself. Fourier’s premise is echoed and elaborated upon in the more pragmatic programs of those socialists who wrote specifically about ending colonial slavery, Charles Dain and Désiré Laverdant.

Whether coming from Île de France (Laverdant), Guadeloupe (Dain), or Martinique (Lechevalier), all of the antislavery, proassociation socialists under discussion here had firsthand knowledge of the realities of black slavery in the empire. Taking their associationist plans and their colonial origins as evidence of their suspect allegiance to antislavery, Victor Schœlcher was highly critical of both Dain and Lechevalier, although they present rather different cases upon closer examination. Schœlcher seems to have unjustly indicted Dain as “falsely abolitionist,” suggesting that he was an “abolitionist who does not want abolition.” His accusations that Lechevalier was “pretending to be a disciple of Saint-Simon and Fourier in order to enrich ‘a few feudal barons,’” however, seem more justified. Laverdant seems to have escaped Schœlcher’s wrath. Nonetheless, these three authors’ familial ties and firsthand experiences with slavery significantly informed their approaches and priorities regarding emancipation.

Factional politics of the July Monarchy aside, there is no contesting the ambiguities in these proposals for slave emancipation. Informed by what one historian
of abolition calls Fourier’s “confusion” about slavery, they become intelligible only if we consider the socialist agenda in its metropolitan context. Although both Dain and Laverdant were informed by Fourier’s science sociale, their works differed significantly. Dain’s discussion drew and expanded upon that of Fourier, similarly neglecting the racial issues involved in slavery. Laverdant, however, writing at the very eve of French emancipation, explained association in more detail and addressed race relations in his articles. His writings reflected the immediacy and tangibility of emancipation, and as a result his assessment of the contemporary racial dynamics was both more realistic and more problematic.

Taking his cue from Fourier’s theory of the passions, Dain argued that “we” are social beings to the core and that we search “above all to determine our place” in the world. Privileging the social nature of man, Dain indicted previous—and especially British—approaches for failing to recognize the social dimension of the slavery problem. Dain’s objections to the “political” emancipation of French slaves rested upon the same kind of skepticism of liberal rights-based approaches that Fourier voiced. He noted that, as with other social problems, “it is not enough for legislators to decree its abolition for it to disappear. … Even when it seems to have disappeared on paper, it rules still in the world.” He also denounced gradualist proposals that called for the moralization of the black population, averring that “in European society … the grisette and the marquise both value their piece of gold, and in this society, much more than in the black population, bad morals, skulduggery, lying, injustice, treachery, violence, and cruelty reign.” Dain also questioned the underlying paternalism of the moralization agenda, arguing that it was the “disorder” of slavery that would cause the social disintegration so many feared, not the freeing of the slaves. Contemporary society had only to gain from their emancipation.

Rejecting liberal notions of capitalist freedom, Dain—again echoing Fourier—argued that no one was really free in European society, neither “the child who dies in torture because he cannot run in the sunshine or breathe fresh air,” nor the “young man for whom work is arid and science bitter,” nor the entire category of woman.
Dain sharply distinguished political and social change: “There exist two sorts of liberty, political liberty, which is declared and which we possess[,] … and social liberty, which we do not yet possess.” Posing the question, “Is abolition necessary?” he answered affirmatively, emphasizing the material condition of the freed, not just their status as free. 98 It is important to note, however, that Dain’s social liberty encompassed not only the enslaved but also “those of us who remain human beings.” Reflecting the socialist ideal of interdependence, he asserted that everyone in a slave-owning society feels its effects, as “the suffering of one member propagates by degrees among all other members.” 99 Only through an integrated, associated emancipation of the entire human family could slavery be affirmatively ended.

In his 1836 treatise, De l’abolition de l’esclavage, Dain offered little concrete detail about how associated life would run, but in 1847 he observed that the Caribbean colonies were “admirably prepared: the workers are united by many ties; they only need to pull together more.” 100 The end of chattel slavery would come with the arrival “throughout the globe of an era of social harmony” rather than through any specific abolition of colonial slavery. Enfolded in Fourier’s “absolute” vision of human happiness, the eradication of black servitude in the colonies would accompany the realization of “human destiny,” presumably near on the horizon. 101 In this later text, Dain offered more detail as to what the future might hold: “To destroy the corporate bonds that unite slaves to masters and slaves to each other would be to destroy work in common, work founded on the convergence of individual efforts. … The seed of association, … for intelligent men of our epoch, is the sole base on which the new colonial establishment should be founded.” 102 By the late 1840s, Dain had seemingly moved into a more pragmatic mode, reflecting the heightened abolitionist consensus in the late 1840s, while relying still on the Fourierist belief in the necessity of making work attractive. Nevertheless, his proposal remains vague on the question of race. From the specific perspective of colonial slavery, it provokes several questions about association: How is one’s nature defined—spiritually or biologically? Is race an element in the definition of one’s nature? Does the old social order remain legible in the new? If, as Dain argued, the former masters are also “our brothers,” how
will race relations be regulated?

Désiré Laverdant was originally from Île de France, which had been taken from France by Great Britain in 1810. From the mid-1840s until 1848, he wrote about colonial questions for the Fourierist La Démocratie Pacifique. These articles were augmented and republished in early 1848 in Aux habitants de l’île Bourbon: La question coloniale. Laverdant was closer to the realities of colonial slavery both experientially and temporally than was Fourier or even Dain during these years (Dain returned to his native Guadeloupe in 1848), and his approach to slave emancipation reflects that proximity. The proposal for association-based slave emancipation that he developed in his collection demonstrates how racial division strained association’s unifying potential in the colonial context.

Although he lived most of his adult life in France, Laverdant’s antiliberal views on abolition clearly drew as much on his colonial upbringing and on his experience as a lawyer on Mauritius in the years immediately after emancipation, 1836–40, as they did on Fourierism. Mauritius was subject to the emancipation decreed by the British in 1834 and the resultant imposition, in Laverdant’s words, “of large-scale industrial feudalism.” As the main observer on colonial issues for La Démocratie Pacifique during the 1840s, Laverdant claimed the “rights of the French citizen” through representation for the colons and argued repeatedly that their cooperation would be integral to any successful emancipation. Linking these rights to the abolition he consistently advocated, Laverdant asserted that “emancipation for the blacks is also emancipation for the whites; with the abolition of slavery and the organization of free labor there will begin, for the colonies, a new life of loyalty, dignity, and vigor.” Advocating both the end of slavery and preserved autonomy for the planters, Laverdant’s proposal for association resisted the neat pro versus anti dichotomy of abolitionist rhetoric. In it he simultaneously critiqued the priorities of the colonists, rejected the fundaments of liberal antislavery, and proposed a third path in their stead.

Opening with a diatribe against the colonial delegate from Île Bourbon, M. Dejean
de la Bâtie, whose ideas reflected the “old world,” Laverdant’s *Aux habitants de l’île Bourbon* looked to the progressive *colons* of Bourbon to lead the way out of slavery: “Let the dead bury their dead, and you, born of generous blood, rise up for a new life!” Laverdant simultaneously defended the procolonial bona fides of Fourierism against attacks from the likes of slavery advocate de la Bâtie while attacking liberal antislavery proposals and deflecting the criticism of the mainstream press, especially the *Journal des Débats*. In 1847, while denouncing metropolitan domination of the colonies and demanding colonial representation, for example, he also asserted that the time had come “when the inhabitants of the islands must no longer invoke the worst of exceptions and defend the most malign of privileges, slavery.” Amid repeated assertions of his journal’s “independence and … disinterest,” Laverdant held a tenuous position, both politically and ideologically. His stated goal in this work was to fill the “systematic lacunae” in the arguments on both sides of the slavery debate, one that he characterized as “the old quarrel of the spirit and matter” and that he proposed to resolve by “embracing the question in a complex and integral manner.”

In Laverdant’s view, colonial society could not be reformed through the “imperfect, truncated” solutions offered by England and modeled on Mauritius. The English had, by Laverdant’s lights, broken the “false and repressive regime that curbs the slave to work”; they had not, however, offered an affirmative alternative, one “harmonic, at once gentle and profitable for the worker and effective for production.” Acknowledging the good intentions of the British, Laverdant rejected their approach to emancipation as incomplete because of their failure to grapple with the economic consequences of emancipation. Denouncing the blindness both of men of state and of the British “saints,” he pointed to the economic condition of the former slaves and their former masters: “Now, is the question definitively resolved to allow the wealth to dissipate and the populations to regress toward the state of savagery?” Insisting on a theme we have seen elsewhere, he asserted that work fulfills human destiny, enables the development of human intelligence, and ultimately reinforces “more and more the ties of fraternal association.” From Laverdant’s socialist perspective, a truly complete
emancipation would have had to encompass both the material and the spiritual. This could be achieved only by the preservation of the productive capabilities of the colonies, rather than by their gradual degradation. Reflecting the intertwining of class and race in the colonial context, Laverdant argued: “When one invokes the interest of production, it must not be only to the profit of the colonist; ... the black population is also profoundly interested in the maintenance and growth of public wealth. ... True liberty is dependent on ease, ... in a civilized society, indigence is the source and sign of servitude. Let us never forget, when we pursue some grand idea of liberty, that a close tie unites the material to the spiritual, and that the human soul will never be free and happy on an earth poorly cultivated and impoverished.”

This mutually beneficial prosperity would depend on the labor of the black population, whether enslaved or free, and would be ensured through association, which would progressively bind together in unity the “grand human family.” English emancipation had stopped short of true reform and had reproduced the forces of disorder plaguing the metropole, “introducing the colonies into the state of insolidarity, fragmentation, antagonism, in its excessive individualism,” which would ultimately produce only the slow decomposition of the “false” social ties of the colonies without building the positive “principles of association.”

In his response in 1845 to the debates on the Mackau laws—attacking, in particular, Charles Forbes, comte de Montalembert, a forceful advocate of British-style emancipation—Laverdant evoked the specter of racial and class conflict, asserting that “the law just passed accords new rights to the slave; it has the effect ... of increasing the state of antagonism, defiance, and hostility between White and Black.” Laverdant argued that a “happy” emancipation could be effected only with the cooperation of the white planters and the colonial councils, factors discounted or eliminated in metropolitan proposals that worked at the expense of the planters. Treating colonial society in holistic terms, Laverdant called for the reconfiguration of existing ties between the races/classes in order to successfully emancipate the slaves, and he expressed doubts about the ability of “pure-blooded Creoles” to effect this
change, looking instead toward the “progressive” elements of colonial society. Laverdant’s doubts, however, were “gloriously” undone when the colonial counsel of Guadeloupe called for association-based emancipation in July 1847, largely in response to the Mackau laws. The French government, abolitionists, and proslavery lobbyists alike rejected the Guadeloupe plan. Although historians disagree as to how “socialist” it really was, it is clear from Laverdant’s writings in 1847 and 1848 that he saw it as an alternative to either liberal emancipation or the status quo. At the time, this position was seemingly confirmed by the energetic opposition of figures such as the baron Charles Dupin and Thomas Jollivet, the major spokesmen in Paris for the proslavery lobby. Moreover, the Guadeloupe proposal echoed positions that Laverdant had taken for the previous several years in the pages of *La Démocratie Pacifique*, as well as socialist fears of the kind of instability that had been caused by the Mackau laws: “The moral consequence will be that the *colon*, openly or silently, will fight against his slave, and destroy around him all sources of his savings [*pécule*]. This is a relentless and odious war that you would create where the task is to extinguish divisions and to organize harmony.”

In another article published in 1845, Laverdant gave a rough outline of the society he imagined: employing the technological innovations of one M. Paul Daubrée, a planter, the association he envisioned would establish a central factory for sugar production, bringing together the white, the “small Creole,” and the black, thereby preventing the “organization of collective slavery that would follow from industrial feudalism.” An association of this form, moreover, would avoid the benighted fate of the French planters on Mauritius who had been driven into bankruptcy by the 1834 British emancipation and preyed upon by the bankers and commissioners. The economic system Laverdant proposed would thus stabilize the workforce, which would be constituted both by the “shareholders” who had been slaves and by a flood of immigrant workers from the metropole. Building model farms and rural schools with the economic support that the government would provide to the association in lieu of direct reparations, such an organization would form the “germ of an excellent transformation of colonial society.” Further detail can be gleaned from
the Guadeloupe plan, which would have ensured compulsory labor at the rate fixed by the 1845 Mackau laws, provided for minimal economic independence for former slaves, and proposed the unequal distribution of proceeds between workers and “masters.”\textsuperscript{127} The plan would have allowed newly freed workers to leave their masters after six years—but only if they “associated” themselves with a new master and received consent from the old one. This system would have continued until such a time as “the habits of work are sufficiently instilled” and the “moral state of the colonial population is advanced enough,” or until the recruiting of free workers had ensured a steady labor supply. The system was reminiscent in many ways of the emancipation instituted in Haiti prior to independence and, likewise, bore similarities to the British apprenticeship system, although neither Laverdant nor the Guadeloupe assembly referenced the historical precedents in their discussions.\textsuperscript{128}

Although Laverdant deemed the bond between the slave owner and the slave “false” under the slavery regime, the association system he described would have maintained key aspects of the racial hierarchy that were deeply embedded in the colonial order. According to Laverdant, the black race was the “man-child,” “little able to manage himself and educate himself,” and thus in need of tutelage to “come out of the savage state and of servitude, where he has been brutalized, degraded, and corrupted.” Education and religious instruction, the “moralization” so frequently discussed by gradualist abolitionists throughout the nineteenth century, would be the means by which the “infantile” black race would “mature for work, for liberty and for happiness.” And what would be the source of this tutelage? The white race—although Laverdant deemed its spirit “turbulent and confused” and saw it, too, as childlike. Nonetheless, he maintained that it was easy to “distinguish in the black race of Africa the signs of an age even less advanced[;] … the African is a child of three or four years” and thus in need of guidance and education in order to be encouraged to work. Laverdant recognized the potential for abuse that existed in such a patronage system, however, and asserted that “the slave must have recourse to a higher authority than his master” in the form of collective patronage.\textsuperscript{129} He thus proposed a regional
tutelage system that would provide for the collective supervision of blacks by whites.

Laverdant’s plan echoes the Southern exceptionalism that proslavery advocates in the United States proclaimed during the same period and afterward, according to which a special familial bond existed between masters and slaves, a bond supposedly ill-understood by Americans in the industrial “free” North. Laverdant similarly evoked this colonial “family” in opposition to the metropolitan financiers and “European philanthropists, moralists, and legislators” who saw “the state of the proletariat” as normal and the principle of “anarchic laissez-faire” as just. A paternal order would preserve the familial bond at the heart of colonial society that had been perverted by the brutality of the slave system. Laverdant thus implored the colons of Bourbon to associate in order to avoid social disintegration. It was their task to lead colonial society toward a prosperous postemancipation future, “escaping the exploitation of financiers and tradesmen of the metropole.” In this paternalist order, the dangers of class conflict—abhorrent to socialists in the metropole—would also be alleviated. By preserving and strengthening the familial ties that they had with “their” black population, the colons would “avenge” themselves “gloriously” on “the wicked liberals of Europe.”

According to Laverdant, association would work for the benefit of both the white Creole and the black populations. In his discussion of the economic terms of association, however, its unsavory realities become increasingly evident as pragmatic reality intervened: with the goal of “prevent[ing] the dispossession of old Creole families to the profit of the feudalism of money,” emancipation would of necessity preserve access to labor and ensure the sanctity of private property. In Laverdant’s new social order, then, the principles of hierarchy and the useful deployment of human inequality would be central, echoing Fourier and Dain. Questions implicitly raised by Dain’s discussion—What is the role of race in determining one’s nature and thus one’s place? Will the “old” order be legible in the new one?—return here, but with far more sinister implications, given the tutelage model of race relations that Laverdant proposed and his emphasis on the stability of labor: “It is not enough that
each colonist be the tutor and the protector of his freedmen and of his slaves; it is necessary that all of the white race, represented by the most worthy, be the tutor and the protector of the black race.”  

Although in many ways persuasive in his rejection of the existing slavery regime, Laverdant’s critique of liberal individualism, refracted through his objection to British emancipation and his alternative proposals for association, was compromised by the reinvigorated racial hierarchy of his promised postemancipation colonial order.

Given that romantic socialists believed that the autonomous individual was, in essence, a liberal fiction, the model of emancipation that these authors offered was, not surprisingly, contradictory to the modern notions of freedom upon which enfranchised citizenship is built. Laverdant’s intervention, in particular, illuminated the uncomfortable gray zone between liberal individualism and communitarian dependence, a gray zone that perhaps inevitably became colored by the racial politics of the colonies both before and after emancipation. Yet socialist concerns for the consequences of unfettered independence simultaneously echoed fears about social cohesion and fragmentation that were endemic at the time among socialists in modernizing France. Thus while other historians and some contemporaries have interpreted socialist plans as primarily aimed at undermining emancipation, my contextualized reading of their proposals suggests that their main objection was to the supposed benefits of liberal emancipation and that their concerns were deeply influenced by metropolitan developments shaping socialism. Clearly, French socialists, like their liberal antagonists, were ambivalent about upending the racial hierarchy that had justified slavery. Even the most “confused” among them, however, were proposing a sweeping indictment of both colonial slavery and modern society in crafting these proposals—an indictment that reflected their fundamental discomfort with the atomization through which they experienced modernity—and were seeking alternative, albeit problematic, ways to move from servitude to freedom.

Conclusion
In no small part because of their pragmatism, the proposals for associationist slave emancipation that I have described here are difficult to reconcile with socialist humanitarianism in the early nineteenth century. Based on a notion of human nature and societal organization that privileged connectedness and stability over individual autonomy, these proposals constrained individual liberty and, along the way, reinforced the racial hierarchy upon which the old slave system had been built. Furthermore, in their pervasive view of slavery as analogous to the condition of the industrial working classes, socialists idealized a paternalist notion of social dependency and obfuscated the violence and degradation that lay at the heart of the slavery regime. Yet the nonliberal social order that socialists envisioned in fact bears a far greater resemblance to the reality of the postemancipation colonies than we might expect if we read only their liberal contemporaries. Reflecting both the instability of the colonial economy in the first part of the nineteenth century and the fast and brittle process of modernization in Europe, these associationist emancipation plans offer us new insight into the anxieties that were aroused by both colonial and metropolitan social changes and help us understand socialists’ interpretation of the transition to modernity. Socialist concerns with wage labor in the metropole set them at odds with the underlying assumptions of liberal emancipation, neatly encapsulated in the decree of April 27, 1848, that abolished slavery: “The principle that French soil frees the slave who touches it is applied to the colonies and possessions of the Republic.” The industrial workers who lived on that French soil were anything but free, in socialists’ eyes, and they were far from desiring the same status for the newly freed populations of the colonies.

In fact, many of the problems of free labor and social stability that figures such as Dain and Laverdant anticipated did prove to be obstacles to the full extension of individual liberty and full citizenship in the former slave colonies of the empire. According to the terms of the 1848 emancipation decree, former male slaves of the French colonies became citizens of the Second Republic and remained, under the Second Empire and beyond, nominally legal equals to metropolitan Frenchmen by the terms of universal manhood suffrage. During the brief Second Republic (1848–51),
Guadeloupe and Martinique saw vigorously contested electoral campaigns for the National Assembly, even while chaos surrounded the organization of labor and compensation. This situation echoed contemporary events in France, where the votes of newly enfranchised workers and peasants dramatically influenced the politics of the Republic and where social unrest driven by economic need led to repressive measures on the part of the centralized authority of the French empire. June 1848 saw brutal street fighting between workers and the republican authorities sparked by the abolition of the national workshops. The “June days” witnessed the violent repression of organized workers in France and the sentencing of thousands to colonial transportation; the threat of similar violence was felt in the newly enfranchised colonies as well. Nelly Schmidt notes that the political “effervescence” of these years is often evident in the decisions made by colonial administrators in the economic and social realms, suggesting the fine line between “measures intended to maintain public order troubled by political events” and “initiatives taken by local powers to control the professional activities of the ‘newly free’ off the plantations.”

Given this social and political reality, it is not all that surprising that the 1848 decree and subsequent administrative directives entailed significant constraints on both the economic freedom and the mobility of freedmen and freedwomen—constraints designed, like previous measures, to maintain the labor supply on the plantations. Property and wealth remained under white control, and to this day the class structure of the French overseas departments reflects the racial order of slavery. Prohibitions against vagabondage, limitations on land use and purchase, taxes on education, and laws requiring those over the age of ten to work regularly were enacted during the decade immediately following emancipation. In his October 1848 decrees, Commissioner Sarda Garriga, sent by the republican government to La Réunion (formerly Bourbon) to promulgate the April decree, noted that “work is obligatory for all” and issued the following caution to the soon-to-be-freed: “Listen to my voice, my counsel, I who have been given the noble mission of initiating you into liberty. … If, [when you] become free, you remain at work, I will love you; France will protect you. If you desert it, I will withdraw my affection; France will abandon
you like bad children.” Garriga’s decree of October 24 made work obligatory even after the legal emancipation set for December, an obvious concession to the labor needs of the colonial landowners. In terms of the ideal of the liberal individual, the “newly freed” populations were hardly liberated in any absolute sense in 1848, and the problems anticipated by romantic socialists were far from resolved at emancipation. Starting with the 1848 commission on abolition and continuing with a variety of colonial commissions through the beginning of the Second Empire, mechanisms of social control aimed at constraining or even suppressing the political expression of the new citizens were elaborated from the metropole.

Equally important in the long run is the reality that the coveted freedom granted by the 1848 revolutionaries was doubly “assassinated” by the terms of emancipation and by the persistence of centralized governance of the French empire. On the one hand, as Laverdant and Dain would have predicted, former slaves found themselves economically abandoned by the new social order: consigned to wage work, cut off from seed capital, and inhibited in both educational advancement and political expression, they were hamstrung and continued to live in conditions of dependence and poverty closely akin, as contemporaries acknowledged, to slavery. Although they were legally citizens, the populations of the former slave colonies were subject to the strictures of colonial governance through the second third of the nineteenth century, limiting economic and political autonomy both for the citizens and for the colonies themselves. In many ways, we can see here a recurrence of the contradictions of the first era of emancipation. Like the former slaves of 1794, the slaves of 1848 were “freed but forced to keep working.” Modern for their invocation of individual rights as well as for the racism that continued to structure postemancipation society, “liberal” slave emancipations in both the 1790s and the 1840s in fact prioritized labor supply and property rights at the expense of those emancipated. The expectations of liberal abolitionists were fulfilled, in that slavery was legally ended in these instances—but so were the expectations of their nonliberal contemporaries, the romantic socialists, in that former slaves did not become the equals of their fellow French citizens nor were they fully incorporated into the
political, social, or cultural life of the empire.

The critique of liberal modernity made by romantic socialists in their proposals for slave emancipation offers us an important angle from which to assess the transition under way in society both in France and in the French colonies during these years. The “new” empire being built in Algeria amid the dismantling of the “old” one was predicated upon significantly altered justifications. In particular, free trade and free-settler labor were privileged, as was the pursuit of the so-called civilizing mission. In notable contrast to the unfree system of the old empire, the new order being built in Algeria depended upon the migration of European colonists for its economic viability. In redefining its priorities and structures, the new imperialism removed from the heart of French society the moral quandary of slave ownership and resituated questions of violence and oppression, at least temporarily, to the periphery of the metropolitan conscience. However, in the former slave colonies of the empire, the legacy of slavery continued to shape the lived reality of the “newly free” both socially and economically. Seen in this light, socialist alternatives to liberal emancipation appear to be prescient commentaries on the difficulties of happiness and contentment, let alone freedom, after the end of slavery.
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